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I. rTA PRGOLES 

A. Ac IF% and SQN, no assurance cthat operating, maintenance and 

emergenc procedures are compatible with physical plant and 

design basits.  

SQK Site Director expressed Lack of confidence in plant 

contfiguracion control.  

Huge backlog of physical work not complete - some completed 

out of engineering sequence 

- 992 work plans at SQN 

- So ECMs closed-out at Bn since 1981 

Amount of incomplete work overwhelms plant staffs.  

Plant operatio3s/maintenance staff don't comprehend need for 

design maintenance "wh-t must we make changes".  

SQN EEQ effort had to recreate effect of 800 ECNs on design 

to get as-builts and had to do field walk-downs to verify 

design basis.  

Ventdor sanual program not planned for compLetion until 1989.  

ir<s Site Director not directly involved vich pitc 

configuration control program - doesn't want to be.  

Plant operators reported to have only existing operating 

procedure in cheir head.  

Task Leader responsible for developing Configuration Control 

progra is part cime.  

Configurarian Conctrol program not getting sufficienc supoort 

`ct r PS.
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Pilot program at Browns Ferry - good in concept - not being 

pursued in an aggressive, timely manner due to organization 

resistance.  

S Browns Ferry Program needs additional maagement support 

sam evidence that not all offices understand critical 

nature of existing weakness.  

B. Coamaiment to quality has not vet infused the organiLation.  

Budget foremost in decision process - no apparent balance 

with quality.  

. Of all people we interviewed - no one mentioned quality, 

excea t for QA personnel.  

S PM(E) not responsible for quality.  

NSRS activity necessary to solve routine quality concerns.  

BF QA Manager anticipates many quality problems in trying to 

implement work backlog.  

Plant staffs see QA as pain-in-che-ass.  

'A organization framented as if it were a minor staff 

function.  

. EEQ - Specific quality docusestation problems on 3 of 4 

packages reviewed by SUEC.  

WBN single (simple) Design Change Request selected for SWEC 

walk-chru had a significant omission - did not consider one 

of evo changes requested.  

FCNs don't get back to engineering in tCaelv manner for 

LncorpcratIon into the jesigr..
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C. Resolution of ka' nuclear issues Lagss ndustry.  

* U13 79-02 - SasepLates 

SrIEB 79-14 - as-configured piping analysis 

* Ea 79-01 aQ 

tEEE 323-74 

S Appendix R - Fire protection 

S fPost accident samping 

Cable tray seismic supports 

IEB 83-28 - vendor tech manuals 

Lace in Licensing comiruents at SQN (1980-1981 comitcents) 

not yet completed.  

D. Inadequate information systems for project controls.  

PM's could not produce integrated schedules.  

. No detailed planning of OE work.  

3 separate Records Kanagement systems.  

5 groups sc BIN engaged in micro-fil.ing.  

3 different brands of compucer.hardware - not best 

compatible.  

4 headquarters managers crying to solve info syste- '/'-. .  

problems - conflict evident. ,, 

Each site crying to solve info systems weaknesses.  

Wide variety of abilities in various planning managers
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EEQ and configuration definition at BFN B no a coordinated 

schedule.  

EQ S not isd at BFN. EMS arbitrarily substituted.  

. Separate dra *tgn and EQI indicies exist. No cro-s-reference 

and no feed ba.lk from plant staff whme work copleted.  

E. Site/Plant organizactons don't fully understand nclear industry.  

Didn't appreciate significance of "thimble election" 

incident.  

Bellefonce P.M. verbally attacks congressman.  

Inadequate response to July 3, 1985 "Dircks" letter.  

. Plant operators don't understand need to maintain design 

integrity.  

Plant staff resists plant changes initiated by engineering 

(OE).  

August 22, 1985 seo directs OE not to investigate NIC or 

generic vendor notices for BFN.  

Slow and inadequate response co NRC regulatory changes.  

Cool reations vwith Sr. Resident NIC Inspector at BFN.  

Sites perceive corporace Licensing as wek and ineffective., 

meaning that too many coitaments are ade.  

Sires seeking minimus acceptance standards racher than 

excellince.
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F. Wreaknesses in Protect Managemnt 

. Project Kanager (OE) Lacks responsibility for quality of OE 

effort. o technical responsibiity or involvement.  

* Site Design Services manager is ao part of OE. Lacks 

responsibility for quality of design services.  

StNo procedures for assignment, responsibility, end control of 

site task project managers.  

Budget constraints (fixed price contracts) may work counter 

to quality objectives.  

Site competitive biddIng process say weaken CE con:rcl of 

"design integrity".  

No integration of aulti-office/group efforts.  

Projects, tasks, or commitments don't et done.  

II. AREAS Y0C ASKED US TO IVYESTIGATE 

A. Engineering Assurance (Tab A) 

OE Lines of responsibility not compatible vith 

decencralization policy.  

Design process aeeds better docmentatioo.  

Audit progras needs reinforcement and formalization.  

S o appropriate quality program for procurred services.  

Corrective Action Program needs consolidaion nad 

reinforcement.  

Top mranagement use 3t progras could be strentqhened.
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I. lecords 4auagementt c ecumnt Control (Tab !) 

- mme . AldlU ywfamos Ia S AMR. mas I B = T VIM to 

rduc framea 

. Key eridal ewtd to be ade aae of zreodsidociaw m 

control wsstie s requindms m be thee sysms can 

be used to uMporc task p ctrol ad project coroL.  

. ufammisn systems iinwm is ftagmeme d =A w-t 

sear dusted wt±h the ecaruds I mS g vrogrm 

- Addzlona progrm Iocumnaions is rm sded.  

w eak coordn aton end cntral directon far iarewariw.  

systems. IUvidwual rmpomns iefa ry amy be too 

costly a iseffacntw becase of fragmt ation 

S Sams ceuar Control practice could be tIproved.  

tC. M oTab C 

TVA ldU rataciion rtrolanc definition ( 10' ADS) as 

not be acceptable to MC.  

. Quality tlv of EQ biaders needed.  

* Sequowah completion aem forecast bout 2/1/86.  

. EQ biader conteots coo breod; iac1lad SQRT sad WVM data/ 

Broswn Ferry and Uarsu Bar effort (actts 4r and BoUL foC)4 

aot yet saurcd. Insuffictent anpowr to seet comitted 

Inaegrated OE/S.ae schedules not evident.
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B ellfont EQ not integrated with noral. design process yet.  

* echanical qualification coitcent noc yet deteruined.  

G OE and Sequoysh procedure base better than industry average.  

0. Configuration Concrol Progra (Tab D) 

Browns Ferry Program eeds srog manem--ent support at 

Browns Ferry and imediate temenftation at Sequoyah.  

Special program needed at Watts Bar to prevent stalar 

conditions arising at that site. letter inegration of 

Engineering and Construction exception work status at 

Bellefont would prevent recurrence at Blleftont.  

E. WeLding Prorams (Tab E)

Action needed to prevent eotension to Sellefotc.
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III. OTHER AREAS 'WORTHY OF COMErE 

A. Protect Control 

. Project Management concept is weak. I one integrates 

effort of all dpartuents/offices.  

S 1So central Nuclear Pr r Paning, Scheduling and Project 

Management organization to develop/sponsor project controls.  

. Information and Records anageuert ss tems and organizations 

fragmented.  

All functions except operations, engineering, and 

construction are viewed as staff. Old ways retained in a 

more compl.x environment.  

B. TYA Overall Organization 

Office lovalies inhibit project, site integration. Matrix 

organization isbalanced.  

Office of Nuclear Power has non-nuclear elements within it.  

Nuclear Records Hanagasent and Purchasing are not within the 

office of Nuclear Power.  

Overriding emphasis on cost/budget contributes to reactive 

attitude vwich IC rather than pro-ac-twe.
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C. Licensing 

No apparent working infra-structure deaing with NXR and 1E 

region.  

. Too many peopLe in ign-off of LicesLing docents.  

D. Other 

Magnitude of effort to get plants back on-Line not 

understood.

IV. RECOWCMDATTIOS 

1. Revise organizatcion per arctched chart.  

2. Intensive pLant revite planning process. For each site, prepare 

ftr, sound. cesa plan.  

3. Upgrade planning/scheduling/project control systeus.

I & , mmm

L--8r.~L~Cp
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4. Get cualit o, to. at est. rsam Level of importance as 

cost/schadule.  

5. Get Site Directors to bcome real PR's. not super Plant Managers 

trying to keep plancs operating at all cost.  

6. Assign PM technical responsibility.

-10-
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V. OPPORTUNITIES FOR SWEC rtWCLVgMET

A. LIediate 

L. FLl sctaff position for Manager of Laineertag and 

Construction.

* 3. Provide a qualicty/engineering assurance review of the 

Sequoyh Equipment Envirotuental Qualification binders.

I Hot PCispects 

1. Provide a configuration control team for Sequoyah.  

2. Provide help for Irovns Fery a d 

1-- Hservices of D,. Elect. IC. .ch.  

others).  

3. Provide Er.,ineering/Design/Construction services for 

3e.aftr.nc«.

-12-
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4. Manage recovery of Browns Ferry 3.

5. Perform & third partreview of the Performance Plans.  

* 6. Kelp for rowus terry Configuration Control task force 

(leader, at WI).  

* 7.

i 8. Provide Records Management Division consulting services, 

including services 6 and 7 above and the following: 

4. Provide assistance in establishing a plan and 

evaluating assigned records snageuent/docusant control 

(IM/DC) responsibilities throughout TVA. This 

evaluation would examine the D/DC activities within 

the Office of Power 6 Engineering (Nucta»r) and related 

RM/DC cctivities within TVA vich a view toward 

consolidation and streamlining of all WM/DC accivities.  

b. Provide assistance in development of training programs 

and/or presentations designed to isailiarise the 

various evels of management vich the programs and 

processes chat support records management, doceAnt 

control and configuration management.

-13-
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c. Provide assistance in development and implementation of 

a long range plan covering the Of fice of power & 

Engineering (Nuclearl information management systems.  

This particular effort would have to be coordinated 

with those activities already in progress in this ware.  

4. Provide assistance in the development and 

implementation of Corporate guidelines that will assure 

the total body of corporate knowledge in the are"s of 

records management end document controll is made 

available to the sites is such a manner that reasonable 

consistency is achieved betvaen sites in their approach 

to common problems.  

0. Provide direct assistance to @its records management/ 

document control groups. Evaluate programs and 

processes in detail with a view toward upgrading and 

improvement.  

9.

-1 0"a
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11. Help sit«e saagers became rtal "PHs".  

12. Manage tSU outpue resolution.  

13. Conduct intensive plannin sessio at each site leading to 

a firs/sound/tem plan.

-is-
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TAB A - EPNGINmRIC ASSURANCE PROClAN 

Engineering Assurance, that is, a quality masageent progr for and within 

the engineering process, is essential, we belirve, to control the 

angineering activities relating to a nacleer Por plant in order to and up 

with acceptabLe products, when they are seedd, backed up by the necssa ry 

documntacion end design records required. An eaginertia assuraace 

progre includes control procedures, ceapreassLive cmplisace and technical 

auditing, control of procured engaineering services, engimneerg training, 

and an effective engineering corrective action progrm.  

Secomendactoafs 

1. Consistent with TVA's plan to decentralize its nuclear operations, the 

Project Manager (Engineertin) should be assigned technical 

responstiblitv for project engineertag.  

A ircessary part of a working engaineering assurance program includes 

clean, concise assignment of responsibilities which fit the 

organiacional structure. TYA's current owmer-operacor/AE 

organization assigns cocal responsibility for unit performance to the 

Site D3rector; technica responsibLit:y remains vescd with the OE

-16-
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functional organimation. UWhile we are not convinced that the 

owner-operator/AE organization is best for TVA. if decentraliatcion is 

to work, total engineaering/design responsiblitey should be vested in 

the PFR(E) who should report directly to the site director. The 

position of Design Services Maaiger and the MR(I) should usltiately be 

combined. The 1OE funactional orgaslsatio shoUld be assigned 

responsibility (for operating pilats) for providing qualified people .  

or outside services. providing technical eaprtise and methods on 

call, and enforcing the engineering assurance program.  

The inter relationship of design products and design interfaces is not 

well understood. In order to control the development anad 

documentation of a given product, a clean, concise definition and 

control of inputs and outputs are essential 

Plant personnel do not understnd the full ramification of uinor 

hardware changes or issues. They do not appreciate the 

consequences of not asking hardware changes when revised 

engineering requirements are published.  

S Plans apparently cannot be developed for backfic casks;: and, 

engineering is perceived to be continually working on the wrong 

ching.

-I"-
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fe7w planning documents are available which clearly delineate each' 

step of a production or development process and all interfaces 

within and between engineering branches.  

OIL1 personnel acknowledge that they don' t let as good an 

interequard. chek as is seeded.  

* The current configurat ion control problem at all uitis Is 

indiqative that the Ltetr-off fiee Interfaces with the desigp 

process were not sufficiently controLled.  

* A design cLose-.out process was not evident at Watts Bar. Without 

such a process,* in parallel with the transition to operating 

plant status. remaining engineering work items, including late 

licensing commitments.* will not be accurately transmitted to the 

ultimate operating plant site organization. No one will. know 

what's casing next or when action items are completed.  

K ey programs for current plant recovery are not interfaced 

ideally1. The configuration control pilot program i" in place at 

&tows' Ferry. The IIQ lead in at Sequoyah. Both probably will 

be needed to restart any plant.  

The compliance auditing program has not been effective in disciplining 

the engineering process as ewidenced by the seriome configuration 

control problem which exists at TVA plants.

-38-
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do exist to a'trethen the prora h-owever.  

inadequate staffing. budget, and priority exists to realise 

improvment soon. This effort should be budgeted at the corporate 

level in order to -asre top management that sufficient quality 

oversight is maintained. Current procedures provide for technical 

auditing at the branch chief's discretion; we found so evidence that 

any such audits have been conducted or are currently scheduled. No 

plans exist for trending audit results.  

4. A program for controlling procured engineering servIce. ehould be 

developed.  

Procured engineering services are now controlled through the QA 

program in a manner sirtlar to the procurement of hardware. Design 

services need additional control at the input/output level because of 

the high propensity of interface issues which arise in the nuclear 

field and the existing documentation requirements. The sub-contractor 

documentatior muast fit into the owner's total documencacion plan and 

inputs, assumptions and later confirmacions mat be traceable, 

compatible, and closed-out. With the likelihood of an increased use 

of procured engineering services. this weakness requires urgent 

attention.

-19-
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The WRC Idea of an affective CAP is ome that results In timely action 

at all Locations. Our ezpartance iaicates that a single progr 

which escourage/supports specific uati action while at the se rtim 

coordinates action between units wot best. TA& use of the M, 

SCR, SIu reports, and other comir nsat follow prgre could be more 

centrally organized without stifling sites or working counter to the 

decentralization policy. Since most corrective action issues 

ultimatelv involve the engineering organization, SWUC recomends 

inclusion of this function within the OK quality orgaaization 

responsibilities.  

It should be noated that a recent 3FWP directive prohibited OE 

involvement vith this basic design integrity issue.

-20-
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TAB 3 - RECORDS MAXAGEC MT/DOCrMr" COTRt.O 

Background 

Dicuassions with V4. eri-mrnel in the records mapamnct and adoiunu

control areas centeted on general a*iascrative cotrola,. docint control 

operattoas, records storae facilities, microfilalag capabilities, records 

-m-agement programs and tpportin information management systems.  

In gerneral, we foound mot individuals to be capable ead octivated to do a 

tood job when the proper leadership and direction from management is 

provided. We also found most of the progras and processes required to 

support records management and documen- control to be in place or scheduled 

to be put in place. Due to a perceived lack of management understanding 

and attention to this cricial area, due to redundant effort in many related 

areas, and due to significant fragmentation of supporting systems, we 

believe there has been and will continue to be difficulty in focusing and 

directing the available staff Calent in the deveopment and iplemtentcation 

of those prograes necessary to effectively comply with regulatory 

requir-eents and good business practices.  

Uecommendc ions 

1. Elisinate redundant activic as in the areas of records anagement and 

document control through reorganitation, consolidarion, or transfer of 

resoonsibilities.

-2 4.
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Ac mst nuclear sites, the respoasbtlity for discribution and control 

of dratgs, vendor cechntcal manuals plant procedures / instructions, 

planct tchate-c and ron-rcchnical docu-met is given co oa group who 

track chase docuns witch oae ystem or portions of an integrated 

systm. At TA, hasbver, thars appears to be a mber of oaps 

perforting thse ftactions using a veriety of systems. This has 

realfted in confusioa end a decrease i moral*. In addition it my 

aoc be cot ffective and it can Lead to degradation of coftiguration 

control processes.  

A: Sequoyah and arcts Bar, these respotibtlicies are shared by both 

the Site Director's organization and the Plant Managers organiaction.  

Ac Brown's Ferry, cthere are two separate -oups within che Sice 

Director's organizcain handling these tasks. There are also five 

separace groups at Brown's Ferry that are involved in microfiling 

activities. This kind of redundancy places an excessive 

adinisctractiv burden on all levels of staff managemnc Including 

those who sust deal vich the sicuacion directly and chose who deal 

wvt:h L tndirect:v.  

2. A better understanding of the overall records sausgamenc and document 

conrrol prograss by TVA key personnel is necessary. This can be 

accomplished through craining sessions geared co che level and 

respor.sibilicies of the individuals.

-22-
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Confusion exists regardin the organizational responsibilities for 

recotds unagement and document control and for the inforfation 

systems used to support thase areas. This as particularly apparent 

in the Chartaooga discussions were sctaff persoml did noc appear to 

oderstand cth overall program or processs used to nsure qualitr 

records were collected sad maioained. Even at the sites soa key 

personel were not amiliar with the pgror and processes they 

participated in. The ADP supervisor at onea sit was ot amr who was 

responsibLe for collecting operations records data and inpacing this 

data to the NPDCS (Nlcear PLant Document Control System) on the PME 

mini-computer, a machine that this particular supervisor had 

responsibility for.  

The fact that you have to go to the first line supervisor, in amny 

cases, to obtain details on a particular program or process suggests 

chat middle s.anageset in generally unaware of chese prorass and 

processes.  

Many key personnel viev Records Managemenc'Document Control as Library 

Functions. More effective use by in-process control is ignored.  

Consequently not all needs of expected user groups are satisfied.  

3. Serious consLderactin should be given to developsent of a long-range 

plan that rill eliainace or reduce the fragwentation that appears to 

exist in the ares of information sricess.

-23-
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Computer assisted stemsr to supporc site engineering. construction, 

and operations are being investigated, developed and implemented by 

site personnel, by the Inferation Systems Management Staff, by a 

special consultant Co the Assistant Manager, Power 6 Engineering 

Nuclear, by the Configuration Control Task Fcrce at Brows Ferry, and 

by the Engineering and Compator Methods Iraniz. These systems are 

being installed oan two main frame computer, the site PIM 

zini-computer, personal computers and MANG word processors. Overlap 

in authority and responsibility jppears to exist and this has resulted 

in confusion, intergroup !'onflicts, and decreased morale.  

Although there is a program in progress to collapse two non-technical 

records indexing/recrieval systems into a single system. TVA will 

still have to search three separate data bases to locate all records 

associated wich a particular plant. These include DMS (Drawing 

Manageenc System) for drawings, RPDCS' (uclear Plant Document Control 

System' for technical documents chat support plant operation, ' ad RIS 

(Record Informacion Management System) for non-technical docuse'cs.  

Comitaent control systems are ikewise fragmented becven the Warious 

groups responsible for controlling plant commanications and 

activities.  

With each group developing systess to support cheir particular 

activi*v, critical information is likely to be lost. In addition, 

cthis Lac of data Lntegracion preven;s opctin uc..lization of 

availabLe data. for exasple, although there is a svystem t rack 

draving revisins and a svstac to crack engineering change notices
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(ECS), none of the systems will currently provide a listing of all 

outstanding ECs against a particular drawing and the status of thac 

ECI (i.e. proposed, approved, incorporated). This sam. Lack of 

integration prevents autization of reference data for editing 

purposes.  

4. Consideration should be given to developing and LapLratncin corporate 

guidelines that will ensore the total body of corporate knoleedge in 

the areas of records management and document control is mado available 

to the individual sites.  

Persornet in Chattanooga and Knoxville were uxnware of any 

organization or activities designed to consolidate this body of 

information and to provide it to the sites in the form of direction or 

guidance. Personnel at all sites indicated that records anuagement 

and document control progrms were essentially designed, developed, 

and impLemented without off-site guidance. Although moet of tchse 

iodi7iduals informally discussd their approaches to solving program 

probles victh their counterparts ac other sites, there usually is 

inconsiscency between sites in the approach to anv particular problem.  

Each site expressed a strong belief that corporate accencion and 

control in this area could result in Improvement in the consistency of 

approach between sites and effectiveness in eeting requirements. As 

an example, drawings signed out for production use at Brons' Ferry 

are valid only for seven days. At Sequoyah. similar process exists 

su:t rhe drawings are valid for a s*inificantly longer period. This

-25-
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type of incoasistency can rerate may =awert of problems pariculari! 

uhen an indivdual famiLir with one process transfers to site with a 

different process. It also creates an opportunity for the NRC to 

exploit differences beeen various site practices.  

It should be moted that mst sites have recently initiated progri to 

develop their own support procedures.  

It is currently acceptable at Sequoyah for an individual to sign out 

of the vault the only copy of a completed Work Plan. There is 

currently a significant delay in updating drawings once modifications 

have been completed. Statistical sampLing is not universally used in 

the verification of aicrofila. Controlled Docuent Stations exist 

where Reference Document Stations could be substituted.  

6. Reassess the progress of the Browns' Ferry Configuartion Control Pilot 

Program from the standpoint of effectiveness and take action.  

Implemenc configuratcion management progres am coduct additional 

training in configuration management at all sites in parallel vith the 

piLoc program at Browns' Ferry.

-26-
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TAB C - TVA EOUIPMNT QCALIFICATIO (EQ) PROGCAN 

Observations: 

1. Adequate corporate engineering program for EQ biader development and 

problem resolution in the period.of initial EQ basis establishnt 

(prior to transfer of base donments to site).  

2. ScheduLe (O/E only) - Working only to an end date of Decamber 15, 

which is slipping by about it months for Sequoyah; the proXgrs 

iapLeentation for Browns Ferry and Watts Bar is noc started, not 

scheduled and will be heavily impacted by lack of Browns Ferry 

configuration information. Note Browns Ferry is a UR and will not 

follow Sequoyah PR example; Watts Bar should be a relatively auch 

stapLer effort due to its similarity to Sequoyah. Current EQ 

complacion date expectations for Browns Ferry (July. 1966) aad Watts 

Bar (also July, 1986) impact plant restart/liceatag plan dates (early 

L986) and EQ schedules are not supported at present by adequate 

engineering, administrative, and site staff.  

3. Schedule (overall) - Integrated schedule to get each Licensed unit 

back to operationr vas not apparent in stod of EQ Project Personnel 

and their Lack of detail schedule indicates restart efforts are not 

necessarily coordinated but proceeding on a "best effort" basis.

^ ** 
^ * *
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4. Completion level - Appears effort is only 502 completea, with several 

open itema in some packages. None are issued to date and oeast open 

items deal with either test results or field modification completion.  

5. Organization structure adequate to support Sequoyah; would seed Larger 

organisation for supporting other plants. Browes Ferry may require 

5IO people on project ead another 150 in 0/E Branches to support 

program completion within next 6 oanths. whereas staff is neam 50 in 

project and 50 in Branches, all supporting Sequoysh. Additional 25 

people will be needed for Watts Bev to perform that simultaneously.  

No consideration of Bellefonte even mentioned at this point.  

6. Mechanical. equipment environmental qualification is not currently 

within the program. Estimacted 3500 pieces are in a BIWR. Standard 

Review PLan, Section 311. and GDC-4 may result in NRC requiring 

implaementation of a progras for sechcanial equipment enviroumental 

qualification. Class ILE electrical equipment only is in existing 

prograc.  

7. There is no evidence of an external engineering assurance review by 

che 0/E branch chief, the Design QA (Mullen), or 0/E QA (Bessly) on 

the binders. Since the EQ Projecc reports direccly to the Sequoyah 

Site Directer (Abercrombie), it is apparently exaempt from these 

review . Site QA for Soequoyah is also not reviewing this project.

S28-
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8. Internal engineering assurance activities, conducted only by a 

management review, are an and of process review only and there is no 

apparent in process engineering assurance review.  

9. Project personnel were somewhat puzzled at the significance placed on 

Sequoyah EQ "documentation" probLems ead the resulting decisions to 

voluntarily shutdown Sequoyah plants. They did not sense the overall 

1C lLack of confidence in TVA's nsagement of its plants or the 

seriousness of noc having adequately responded to the EQ deadline of 

November 1985.  

10. EQ personnel believe NRC staff was completely uneware of EQ 

documentation probLems and embarrassed at their lack of awareness.  

This may further atffect the case regarding the WRC's review and 

oversight of TVA plants.  

11. Overly documenced - EQ "binders" can have Less pieces of paper to 

reduce preparation time.  

12. Binders include seismic information which is not required for 

supporting an environmental audic and could Lead into additional 
I 

complication and/or further audits by NRC (SQRT - Se'sic Qualification 
A 

Review Teao and PVORT * Pump and Valve Operability Review Teom). This 

information can be separate unless tes inclusaion is specifically 

requested by the MRS. (Note: Since WRC has seen esample package(s), 

this soproorlacene.s of chIs s*inper apnrfsch must be considered).

-;'«-
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13. The TVA definition of a "mild" environmentc for radiation as 1 x 10 

rads is probably unacceptable t WIRC. They have previously accepted L 

x LO rads for electronic equipmenL. *, special devices Lirited to -L 

x 103 rads.  

14. Various minor specific errors were noted in three of the four binders 

TVA presented as sampleas. Thee binders had bees chocked and had 

maagement approval but final "iassue" step was not completed. The 

minor errors included a cypo on a post accident monitoring accuracy 

evaluation, where a value of 16.6Z vs. 10.6% was entered, thus 

exceeding the maximum accuracy of 15.0% chat is allowed. Ad<tional 

problems in the binders included added pages that were not in the 

numerical sequence, modification of nembers and entries without 

evidence of a review by those previously reviewing the work, and not 

reconciling the presence of a Bellefonte docusenc in a Sequoyah binder 

for cables.  

15. Program for upgrading procurement documents to -body EQ program 

requirements has been outlined in the Sequoysh specific EQ procedure, 

buc tipLemencation procedures are not clearly in place at chis tise.
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Recommendations: 

1. Perform a detailed engineerting assurance review of bdTers prior to 

issue using a technical force indaependent of that produciag the 

binders.  

2. Ad manpower to begin work on Browns Ferry. acuts bar.  

3. Integrate Bellefotce EQ with routine design activites tanin OE.  

4. Develop schedules for each site that integrate engineering activices 

with constrrction or configuration cocntrol program. Develop 

Integrated Engineering Schedule.  

5. Provide for continuing engineering assurance func'ton.  

6. Decarmine technical position in regard to mechanical equipmenat 

envtrormental qualification, especially in regard to Wacts Bar 2 anad 

BelLefonte.  

7. Separace *se«sic information tfor SQRT and PVORT reviev) from EQ 

binders.
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The details of our review of this issue is included in Section ia of Cth 

basic report. We believe this to be the most serious problem encountered 

during our review of TVA operations. ge do noe believe the NRC will pemic 

resumption of plant operations until the issue is resolved. We also 

believe the problem is likely to recur at Watts .:r unless quick action is 

taken to correct basic weaknesses. We believe this issue developed because 

of: 

b. weaknesses in infamucion systems sad Project Control 

c. lack of detailed, integrated planning at en appropriate level to 

crack completion of specific work items 

d. lack of emphasis by Operacions personnel in impl-emncing design 

changes.  

!a>.umeaada icons: 

The Browns Ferry Program needs strong -anagem-nc support and imediac« 

extension to ocher site*.
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Condition: __ 

problems encoantered were avoidable ad ae recoactlable; hoever delays in 

tavestigactag, dispositioanig ead docimntiag actions has exacerbted the 

condition.  

Recomendations: 

1. Estabits' a clear-cut statemenr of the condition(s) or croblea(s). To 

dace t «hL is not in evidence. Scope should be circulated to all TVA 

plants to ensure that problem spill-over is controlled and resolved in 

an integrated manner.  

A wveding task force (headed by Jim Coan in OE, Knoxville) has been 

established but is not well knon to plant personnel. This cask force 

sust be structured as a teas effort involving QA. OC, Operations and 

OE personnel to be truly effective.  

2. By meetings, briefings or scoping material, such as that stated in 

Ites (1) above alitinace the sid4-sec that a "real" probles does noc 

xistc.
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3. Establish acceptance or cloee-out criteria for each element of the 

veld problem resolution effort. Obtain concensus both internally and 

externally (even if informally with NRC) chat when certain actions are 

taken and documented the ntcer will be considered closed.  

4. Set-up an integrated TVA schedule as part of the scoping task. This 

stould incLude all TVA plants which are or could be affected. In 

SWEC'a view chat is *1 five plant sites. Further state on Line itsm 

basis the follovitang: 

a. Documentation of weld quality.  

b. Documentaction of welder qualification.  

c. Falsification, occurance, impact and resolution.  

4. Rinspeccion criterti; including VWAC (Visual Welding Acceptance 

Criteria), other plant experiences (Co-ache Peak, Braidwood, 

Uolf Creek, etc.) and .xmiation through coatings.  

a. Describe design margins and weld atertal crack insensitivity.  

f. Other problems such as material traceability may be linked to 

welding quality. Examine possible linkages and be prepared to 

act.  

g. State TVA preventive measures to be used ain future weldinag at 

operacing stations (for aincenance and modification).  

S.
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EUECISE O 1 CHANGES AT TVA 

I. Replace Parris * - move to Knoxville 

2 Centralize QA/QC * independent 

3. Hke Project Manager Engineer responsible for design 

4. Eliminate Chattanooga Licensitng make an Engineer discipline 

5. Staff Task Project Manager, under job description of Site Design 

Manager 

6. Get a deputy for regulatory affairs (VRC, Caucus. Public 

Relations) 

7. Conduct massive training progra to facilitate future 

organization chages 

1. Conduct study to consolidate site organisations 

9. Appoint aanager of engineering and controls 

10. Appoint additional snageaact in office of Engineering 

11. Replace msnageaent personnel in construction 

12. Establish strong project control systaem 

13. Open office in Atlanta and laethesda for reguslatory affairs 

14. Overhaul corporate training program



22. Don't know how to set out of trouble 

Don't know where they wre - is their improvenc above baseline 

23. Don't have EA for consrucclon services 

24. People handling obtacale management - pay, sonority, atc 

23. Chattanooga Choo Choo on differfnt track from other trains 

26. lehind power curve on othar key issues 

o Configuration Control 

o ATVS - IVLIS 

o Design configuration 

27. Poor communication to Senior Managment from bottom of organisation 

28. Formal structure/infomalI structure problies (food chain) 

29. Som weak interdepartmental interface (see Weakn. sees 01) 

30. In 1966 plant QA manager will report to Site Director - no others 

3U. Total QA fraginentation.
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STRMCTH 

1. willing to consider and ska chages 

2. Good people in moat cases 

3. Matrix is orgaisation for a project control familiar to SUEC 

4. Uff ieLant use of engineering personnel 

5. Project accountability is good when in place 

6. Wealth of experience 

7. Attitude - enthusiastic and correct? 

8. Site level communication good 

9. Culture understood by all 

10. Tam players pro-active 

11. Engineering Modificationas - Maintenance - good wfoking relationshbip 

(Parent Engineeoring at site) 

12. Ability to identify need for change 

13. Branch Technical Review concept 

14. Good use of staff strengths 

15. LEadership relatcions becteen engineering managment and staff 

16. Dedicated and loyal 

17. Searching to iaprove 

1. go apparent fatal technical problem



The Senior Nuclear Advisor

1. will have qualifications by training sad/or experieaoc to advise 
seaer executives (TVA Board) on board maoagement issues.  
Operations background or respoansbility for oseratio-s is eaential 
ia establishing qualificationa.  

2. will advise the TVA Board in broad assagemeat areas, i.e., 
organiaationsl structure, mewagemeat control systems, etc.; will 
advise and make recommendations to the Board oa broad policy estters.  

. will use existing TVA resources as principal meas of gathering 
iaformation, but this can be supplemented by contract resources if 

aecessary.  

4. will use existing and future data as contained I- SAL? reports, 
1PO evaluation reports, consultant reports, NIC reports of 
violations, LER's, 50.5SF reports, etc., as the basic data for 
reviewing the current status of TVA's program and in developing 
recommendations to the TVA Board.  

5. will have frequent and indepth discussions with managers wad 
others In TVA's nuclear organization to gather Information that will 
be uaed to develop recommendations for TVA.  

6. vill confine his role to advise and recommead to the TVA Board 
and will not become Iovolved io the direct anagemeot of TVA's 
auclear program.  

7. will sonitor the accoaplishments sad performance of TVA's 
nuclear program and develop advice and recommendations to the Board 
based on his iadependent assessment of that performance.


